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Church Council On Evangelism
Helps Re·ach Unattached Baptists ·
By c. E.
If we are to reach an appreciable number
of unaffiliated Baptists, September 14-21,
throughout the South, we must use every
agency in every church. The local church
council of evangelism should be of untold
help in this mammoth enterprise.
The council can be used by the pastor
to make a survey of the community, using
the recommended Individual Search Card.
It will call upon . the agencies to assist here.
It will tabulate the results and make the
results useable by the local church.
The detached Baptists must be visited
many times before September 14 and during
the week of the special effort. There will be
no substitute for spiritual visitations. Since
the council majors on visitation, it will be
the logical organization to direct visitation.
The council will ask the Training Union
to mobilize the youth of the church for
vtsitation. The Brotherhood will alert the
men; and the W.M.U. will be expected to
call upon the women to do their part, as
they have always done so nobly in the
past. The Sunday School, which is already
set up for visitation, will be used very
much. Th·us, every agency will marshall its
forces for concerted visitation. This visitation
will be planned by the evangelistic church
council in each church.
·
Visitation will not be sufficient. Apart
from letters, which will be sent to every
prospect, and newspaper articles and radio
publicity, there must be a planned prayer
effort. No move, however worthy, can ever
succeed without the power of God. The local:
church council of evangelism is familiar
with the plans for prayer efforts in connection with revivals and, tharefore, \vould ·
be the proper organization to sponsor a
great prayer effort in every church and
every community.
What shall we do with the several hundred thousand people who will come into
the local churches that week in September?
The council of evangelism has the answer.
For one thing, we shall get them into a
class each Sunday evening during the Training Union hour and let the pastor teach
them the book, Your Life and Your Church,
for five evenings; then graduate them into
the Training Union at the close of the fifth
evening's teaching. Some of the men will
possibly prefer going into the Brotherhood,
and, of course, they will be graduated into
the Brotherhood. All who are not enlisted
in the W.M.U. will be given to the W.M.U.
{or further contact, and all who are not
enlisted in the Sunday School will certainly
be classified and turned over to the proper
department.
During the time of this c!ass we will
count everyone present in the class as
present in the Training Union organization. The local council of evangelism has
the responsibility of leading each organization to enlist the people. If they are not
taught and enlisted, they will mean nothing
tP us, even ·after they unite with the local
phttrch. The Department of Evangelism of
~hll SotJthern Baptist Convention is very
pappy that it PaS sucP. an organization as
the lpcal cpttrch poupci_l of ~vangelism to
llelP -qs in this part~cUlar ~ffort which sou~
them Baptists are 11-t thi~ thne §Ponsoring,
It 1a not necessary for me or for ~nyone
to argue the necessity of enlisting these
detached Baptista into the fellowship ot our

AUTREY

various churches. Dr. Porter Routh says,
"If we can assume that most of $223,0'00,000
in gifts to the churches were given by the
5% million resident members, then if the
non-resident members could be found and
enlisted with the same sense of stewardship-or lack of stewardship as the resident members, Southern Baptist churches
would . have repqrted last year nearly eighty
billion dollars in additional gifts." These
nearly two million unenlisted and detached
Southern Baptists are not only losing inclividually, and not only are the local
churches losing their spiritual weight, but
almost $100,000,000 additional gifts each
year, according to Dr. Routh's figures, are·
being lost also. Therefore, it is of great
importance that every pastor and every
Brotherhood and every individual put forth ·
his best effort in winning and orientating
these nearly two million detached Southern
Baptists.
·
The Department of Evangelism of the
Home Mission Board stands ready to do all
within its power to assist in this great effort, and we believe that one of the greatest contribtuions we have to offer is the
local church council on evangelism.
-------'0001-------

Public Taxes and Parochial
Schools
By T. W. MEDEARIS, Gen. Supt.
Missouri General Baptist Association
The following information has just been
released by the Missouri Association for
Free Public schools. What ,an amazing story!
"We present for the information of the
taxpaying citizens of Missouri a record of
the expenditure of public tax funds for
the school year, 1951-52, as state aid to
parochial schools, which have been given
the status of public schools in Missouri,
together with the salaries paid to nuns
who served as teachers in these schools
during the year, 1951-52.
"Total number of counties where such
schools existed-18. They are: Ballinger,
Chariton, Clark, Cole, Dunklin, Franklin,
Henry, Lincoln, Montgomery, New Madrid,
Osage, Perry, Pike, St. Charles, St. Genevieve, Scott, and Warren.
·
"Total number of such schools-25.
"Total number of nuns employed in such
schools, their salaries being paid out of
public tax funds-94.
"Total amount of salaries paid to said
94 nuns out of public tax funds-$140,956.
"Total amount of state aid paid to these
schools in addition to the salaries of the
nun-teachers-$470,269.62.
"Local taxes for the support of these
'parochial public' schools has been estimated
at approximately-$350,000."
It is readily seen, therefore, that total
expenditure of public tax funds for the
support and maintenance of Roman Catholic
parochial schools which support themselves
to be public schools in the state of Missouri,
reaches the staggering sum of $961,215.62.
We ."believe that every penny of this tax
money has been used contrary to the constitutipn of the state of Missouri ana contrary to the will of the overwhelmini majority ot our W,Xpayers.

- The .Word and Way

Three Hours Of Darkness
A Devotion by the Editor

"Now !rom the sixth hour there was
·darkness over all the land unto the ninth
hour." Matthew 27:45.
It is a merciful darkness that veils this
scene, and no human intelligence may penetrate the gloom into which Jesus descended.
Nature itself entered into sympathetic
darkness as the Creator of nature entered
the chamber of spiritual darkness. It has
been proven conclusively that this was not
an eclipse of the sun. It was more than
an eclipse. It was a supernatural phenomenon, a miracle for which no natural cause
has ever been found, nor will ever be found .
You may 'be sure that His tormentors
hushed their voices and ceased from their
derision and mockery. It is not difficult to
imagine that, seized with fright, they jostled
each other in the darkness in their efforts to quit the scene and find security
in putting as much distance between themselves and Golgotha as possible.
Surely, during these three hours of darkness, Jesus suffered more than the physical
torture from hanging on the cross. Would
the suffering of physical tortures on the
cross suffice to release immortal souls from
eternal punishment? Did not that release ·,
require more than the physical sufferings
of Jesus? "He tasted death for every man."
Was it merely physical death He tasted or
was it a taste of eternal death? May it not
be that in the darkness He suffered the distilled essence of the torment which lost
souls must suffer?
During the first three hours Jesus al- ~
lowed sin to do its worst and to exhaust
itself upon His person. May it not be that
during the second three hours Jesus allowed
Satan to do his worst and exhaust himself upon His person? Somehow I c~tnnot
get away from the conviction that in the
darkness Jesus entered into personal combat with Satan and suffered the agonies ~
which the lost souls of men must suffer.
Jesus became the sin-bearer for men, He
accepted the place of a condemned sinner,
and He submitted Himself to the tortures
of the condemned sinner, and those tortures
go far beyond mere physical suffering.
But even Satan could not destroy Him.
And herein lies our hope, that after He •
had absorbed all that sin could inflict upon
Him, and after He had absorbed all that
the devil could inflict upon Him, He Himself was still not exhausted but possessed
reserve power with which to defeat both
sin and Satan.
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Attention! Non-Resident
We would urge non-resident Baptists to
re-think the doctrinal basis for their Baptist faith and convictions. If the Bible doctrines as held by Baptists are basic and
significant in Christian faith and living,
then it is a hazardous thing for an individual to take these doctrines lightly or
to ignore them to such - an extent that he
can live apart from and independent of a
local Baptist church by failing to transfer
his membership to the church in the community in which he lives.

Away From Home Baptists
The non-resident Baptist does not reflect
credit upon the doctrinal basis of the Baptist faith and practice. The person who is
willing to live away from home, and who
takes up his residence somewhere else, casts
reflection upon his home. By so doing he
discredits the value of the home, the stand1
ards of the home and the principles upon
which the home is based and by which
it is maintained. By the same reasoning the
person who lives away from his chur.~h
home also discredits the values of the
church, the principles upon which it is
• based and by the program of the church
is maintaimid.
W~ would also appeal to non-resident
Baptists to re-examine their obedience to
the scriptures. Obedience is fundamental in
Christian faith and in Christian living. Dis-obedience invokes several penalties. When a
,. person .violates the laws of spiritual life and
growth, he will suffer the ineyitable consequences just as he will suffer the consequences for disobeying the laws of the

physical life. God chastens His children. In
the· well-ordered home the disobedient child
is chastised. God is our heavenly Father
and He chastens every :Son whom He loveth.

Shun Responsibility
Baptists who are living away from their
church home feel little or no responsibility
toward the program of the church and its
ministry of evangelism, missions, and service; and because they are not attached to
the church in the community · where they
live, they feel no responsibility there.
Jesus and the apostles laid great stress
upon obedience. Obedience, while not essential to salvation, is essential to Christian
service and to the joys of Chris~ian experience. Obedience is necessary . to the
carrying out of the commissions of Jesus,
it is necessary to the co-operative efforts
of our Baptist denomination, it is necessary
to the promotion of the local church program. Without obedience to scripture in~
struction, our whole church life and denominational program would · break down. Hence,
it is necessary that non-resident Baptists
·should realize that their course of action,
if followed by all our Baptist people, would
completely destroy our churches and our
denomination. They should consider their
non-cooperative position in the light of
their declaration of faith in Christ, in the
light of scripture teaching, and in the light
of · the program of evangelism, missions,
education and benevolence which their fellow Baptists are promoting both in the
local churches and through the denominational program.

A Friendly Prote·s t

•

We have had a friendly protest concerning
an editorial in the August 7 issue of the
Arkansas Baptist. This editorial· was headed
"How Many Members In Your Family?"
and dealt with the question of government
employees and others receiving money from
11 the government, and also the government .
tax take.
We welcome this friendly protest from a
government employee, and we quote one
sentence from the former editorial: "Of
course, we recognize that there must be
government employees, and that there must
be assistance programs."
We put this situation in rather bold perspective in the ·August 7 issue, with the
hope that it would provoke serious thought
and arouse a personal interest in the situation in which we find ourselves.

., A Just Tribute

•

Baptists~

Of course, it would have been more accurate to say that this extra member of
the family, who is receiving government
money, is costing us more than the members of the family who live at home than
to say tbat government employees are living

better than we. The fact is that the tax
dollars which leave our pockets on their
circuitous route through the waste lands of
bureaucratic government come back so depleted that the government employe, the
aged and infirm, and others who have an
honest and legitimate claim upon our tax
funds, receive dollars, not only reduced in
value, but reduced in amount far below
the rightful expectation of the recipients.
We wish to pay tribute to the faithful,
loyal, hard working government employeesemployees of local, county, state, and federal governments. We value their services,
we couldn't get along without them. We
have personal friends among practically all
groups of government employees- members
of the police force; teachers in our schools;
postal employees; congressmen and senators;
and members of the executive and judicial
branches of our government. The different
classifications are too many to mention or
to discuss in detail. They are our neighbors, our friends, and our co-workers.

Government Waste
All these friends w-ill recognize what we

are talking about - government w as t e,
bureaucracy, and the trend toward socialism and the regimentation of business and
personal life. And we claim that the loyal,
conscientious government employees, and
the beneficiaries of government as~istance
programs have as great a stake, if not
greater, in sound government policies as
those who ·do not receive any money from
any governmental unit. If it were not for
government waste and the use of pu'blic
tax funds for political and socialistic purposes, those government employees which
render a vital and necessary service could
be better paid and given more adequate
tools and facilities with which t o work.
We all recognize that our public school
teachers are underpaid and this is a reflection upon the whole people. In most
cases the police force is underpaid and undermanned. Because of a lack of funds
there are other employees of different
branches of government who are underpaid.
There are many old people and disabled
people who get less than a bare subsistence
from the welfare program of our government. And yet the government is taking
more money from the people than ever before and is spending more money.
The question might well be asked by government employees from the local government on up to the federal government:
Where is all this public tax money going
and what is it being Ulled for? The common
answer is that it is paying the cost of warthe war that has passed and the war that
is now being fought. But that isn't the whole
explanation. The revelation o.f waste and
graft, the connivance between government
officials and business men, who conspire
against both the taxpayer and the government employee, provide the real answer
to the question·.

Who Will Benefit Most?
The government scandals and the crookedness of government officials in high position which have been brought to light the
last few years should outrage every honest
government employee - every postal employee,-and cause them to go to the voting
public and demand that the voters of the
nation clean up and clean out the rottenness in government. It is to the interest of
these government employees to do so. It
will be in the interest of the legitimate and
worthy people who are receiving government
aid in their old age and in their disability
to appeal to the American voters to exercise
their franchise i~ the interest of honest
and decent government.
It seems to us that it should be obvious
to every government employee who takes
his position seriously and in the interest of
the public good that democracy cannot survive in the United States when government
takes one third of the national income and
when approximately one fourth of the people
are drawing upon the public treasury.
Once more we say it is time for the
American people to make up their minds
whether they want this process of . absorption by government to continue or whether
they want to halt this trend and recover
the private individual responsibilities which
have made this country great.
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Kingdom Progress
North Crossett Pastor

Maintain Excellent
Attendance Records

Arkansas News Briefs
From Here and There
New Hope Church, Jonesboro, had their
first Vacation Bible School from August
11-15 with an average attendance of 65.
The serv.ices were conducted at night. Pastor Harold B. Ray says, "It was a great
success and a help to the church."
Wynne Baptist Church, and Pastor Boyd
Baker, will have the services of Pastor Sam
Reeves, First Church, El Dorado, and Mr.
Frank Charton, Union Avenue Church,
Memphis, in a revival campaign from September 21-28. Pastor Reeves will do the
preaching, Mr. Charton will be in charge
of the music program.

JosEPH A. HoGAN
Joseph A. Hogan has accepted a call from
the North Crossett First Baptist Church,
and he and Mrs. Hogan are now living on
the field.
For the past twenty-eight months Mr.:
Hogan has been the pastor of a mission in
Osceola, sponsored by First Church of that
city. During his ministry in Osceola, there
were 94 additions to the membership.
Mr. Hogan is a graduate of Southern
College, Walnut Ridge.

Liberty Church, Near Walker
Has Go!>d Meeting
W. V. Garner was the evangelist in a
revival meeting with Liberty Church, Walker, from July 20 to August 3, which resulted
in seven additions to the church by baptism. Three family altars were established.
Thomas Bray, the pastor, has resigned the
Liberty pastorate, effective September 7, to
enter Southern College, Walnut Ridge.

Youth Revival At Mena
First Church, Mena, had the services of a
BSU Youth Team in revival services August
10-17. There were five professions of faith,
and two additions to the church by baptism
and two by letter.
The team was composed of Tommy Purnell, personal worker; Rhine McMurry,
preacher; Don Moore, singer; Tommy Bruce,
pianist; Dorothy Rogers and Bertha Mosely,
booster band leaders; and Jack Cowling,
publicity and fellowship director. The church
is without a pastor.

,.

Cove Church Has Revival
Cove Church, and Pastor Otis Mills, were
recently assisted in revival services by
Douglas Dexter, pastor of Dallas Avenue
Church, Mena. Six persons were rec~ved
into the church by baptism, and five by
letter. Pastor Mills was in charge of the
song service.

First Church, Fouke, and Pastor G. W.
Hooten, are currently engaged in a Youth
Revival assisted by Bill Everett, evangelist,
and Archie Bryant, song leader.

ToM

Mike Turner, 14, has not missed attending Sunday School in six years, and his
brother Tom 12, has not missed a Sunday
in four years.
Mike and Tom are the sons of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Turner, and all are members
of Baptist Tabernacle, Little Rock, Vernon
E. Yarbrough is their pastor.

Move That Letter
By

ANDREW HALL

Lake Wales, Flor·ida

Dr. J. E. Dillard, formerly the promotional manager for the Executive Committee
of the Southern Baptist Convention, will
assist South Side Church, Pine Bluff, and
Pastor Lloyd A. Sparkman, in revival services from August 31 to September 7.

Black Oak Receives 42
Pastor Hal Gallop and Black Oak Church
were assisted in a gospel meeting August
10-13, by Pastor Coy Sims of Rosedale.
Michigan. There were forty-two additions
to the church, thirty-three of whom came
on profession of faith and baptism.

Pastoral Chang·e
Pastor A. E. Webb comes from the Vine
Grove Baptist Church, Vine Grove, Kentucky, to the pastorate of the First Church,
Berryville.
The Executive Committee of the Severn's
Valley Association in Kentucky, in which
Vine Grove is located, adopted appropriate
resolutions expressing appreciation for Pastor Webb's services in the Vine Grove
Church and in the Severn's Valley Associa·
tion, and commending him to the First
Church, Berryville, and to the Arkansas
Baptist fellowship.

First Church, Osceola
Has Youth Revival
First Church, Osceola, had the services
of a youth team from August ~ to 10,
which resulted in 14 additions to the
church; eight on profession of faith and
baptism and six by letter.
The youth team was composed of the
following: Tommy Purnell, preacher; Herschel McBay, song leader; Bertha Mosley,
worked with Juniors; these workers are
Ouachita students. Local talent used were,
John Herring, · organist, and Miss Billie
Gaines Mann, pianist.
Percy Herring is pastor of First Church.

Only last week I received a personal
communication from a lady who had just
left our church two weeks before to move
to a large Southern city. On the first
Sunday they moved their letters to a
church there.
Like a bolt of lightning her husband-in
his middle thirties-had a severe heart attack. She knew one person . to call-her
local pastor. He came at once to the home,
went to the hospital, and returned to •
minister to the wife and children in their
anxiety. Her letter read: "He came right
over and what a comfort his presence and
his prayers were to me. I thank my God
we had gone into the church." Would to
God that two million other Southern Baptists would move their letters and line up
with their local church.

•

Home Coming At Hardin
Hardin Church, Pine Bluff, and Pastor
E. A. Richmond, announce home coming
services for August 31. All friends and
former members of the church are invited.
Dinner will be served on the grounds.

•

LISTEN TO THE

BAPTIST BOUR
DATE-AUGUST 31
SPEAKER: Dr. J. D. Grey
SUBJECT~

"Why Be Afraid?"

ARKANSAS

STATIONS

KHOZ, Harrison, 8:15 a.. m.
KELD, El Dorado, 2 p, m.
KENA, 1\'Iena, 2 p, m.
KDRS, Paragould, 10 a. m.
KUOA, Siloam Springs, 4:30 p, m.
KOSE Osceola, 5:30 'P· m.
KUMA, Magnolia
KOTN, Pine Bluff, Sat., 8:30 p, m.
KRLW, Walnut Ridge.
Consult local paper for time.

•

•
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Accepts Pastorate
First Church, Booneville

Cherry Assists
South Highland
Evangelist Fred Cherry, of Oklahoma City,
will assist South Highland Church, Little
Rock and Pastor Ray Branscum in a meeting September 3-14.
Lucien Coleman Jr. will be in charge of
the song service.
Services will be held daily at 1'0:30 a. m.
and 7:30 p. m.

Deacon Ordained

'
SAYER CANOVA

•

Pastor B. H. Eustis of First Church,
Siloam Springs, recommends Sayer Canova
as an acceptable evangelist. He is preacher,
singer, and uses the chalk drawing board.
Mr. Canova was reared a Catholic and
spent his grade school years in a Catholic
school. For many years he was an altar
boy in tpe Catholic Church.
His wife, a devout Christian, was stricken
with tuberculosis. It was through this act
of divine providence that Mr. Canova was
led to accept Christ as his personal Savior.
He was baptized into the fellowship of the
First Church, Siloam Springs, November 15,
1950, and was ordained to the full gospel
ministry June 12, 1951.

Baylor To Offer
New Music Program

•

•

; ;

The Baylor University School of Music
will inaugurate this fall a new curriculum
program leading to a bachelor's degree in
sacred music, according to an announcement from Dr. W. R. White, president. The
direction of the sacred music curriculum
will be under the leadership of Dr. Albert
Venting, a leading teacher and writer in
the field, who will join the faculty of the
School of Music this fall.
Dr. Venting, who will head up the instruction in the new field, is a musician,
clergyman, author, and teacher. He has been
a student of William Jewel College, the
University of Chicago, Harley College, as
well as Oxford University in England. He
has been a pastor in Iowa, Ohio, and
Texas. More recently, he taught sacred
music and the philosophy of religion at
Southwestern Baptist Seminary in Fort
Worth. He has written extensively in the
fields of religion and religious music.

Salem Church Receives 8
•

First Church, Salem, conducted a tent
revival from August 3-10 which resulted in
eight additions to the church on profession
of faith and baptism. W. A. Moody, Mammoth Springs, was the evangelist.
James B. Busby is the pastor at Salem.
--------000--------

"We do not experience joy in living until
we have walked with God."

JOHN

W.

JOHNSTON

John W. Johnston of Fort Smith has accepted a call to the pastorate of First
Church, Booneville.
Mr. Johnston recently returned to civilian
life ·from the chaplaincy, where he served
four years, one year of which was served
overseas.
Mr. Johnston is a graduate of Ouachita·
College and Southwestern Seminary, Fort
Worth, Texas. He served as pastor at Raynors Grove and Rye Hill in Arkansas, and
the Euless Church, Fort Worth.
-----0001----

Baptists Plan Jubilee Congress
In 1955
By ReUgious News Service

Plans for a Jubilee Congress of the Baptist
World Alliance, to be held in London, July
16-22, 1955, were mapped at the annual meeting of the Alliance's executive committee. The
Alliance was organized in London in 1904.
The committee also discussed plans for the
Baptist Youth World Conference, scheduled
for Rio de Janeiro in July 1953 under the
auspices of the Alliance's Youth Committee.
Robert Denny of Nashville, Tennessee, reported that Evangelist Billy Graham, Dr.
Oscar c. Jonnson .of St. Louis, Missouri, ami
Dr. Duke K. McCa~l of Southern Baptist
Theological Seminary in Louisville, E:entucky,
will be speakers at this meeting.
Dr. Paul Caudill of Memphis, Tennessee,
reported on the work of the Alliance's Relief
Committee established in 1947. Mainly for
aid in Europe, it has brought 3,041 DPs to
the United States, 1,186 to Canada and many
to Brazil and other countries.
Dr. Caudill said the relief committee sent to
Germany 2,500,000 pounds of food, 3,710,985
pounds of clothing, and daily fed 2,743 people.
In addition he said, it has given assistance
to Baptist pastors, the aged, widows and
children and provided 16,603 Bibles for Russia. This aid, when last tabulated, was valued
at $9,060,310, Dr. Caudill said.
Victor E. W. Hayward, general foreign secretary of the Baptist Missionary Society of
Great Britain, told the committee that
"Christianity is facing its greatest challenge
since Islam was in its heyday of advance."
"Four years ago," he said, "all that has

Enterprise Church, Big Creek Association,
ordained Bernard Ford to the work of the
gospel ministry on Sunday afternoon, August 17.
The ordaining council was composed of
J. W. Shields, who questioned the candidate;
Raymond Knox, who delivered the charge;
Deacon Bryan Oliver offered the ordination
prayer, and Missionary Claud Crigler delivered the message; and H. M. Dugger
served as moderator. Other members of the
council were the following deacons: Ray
Phillips, Floyd McCandlis, Clarence Talbert, Clifton Roper, Drew Reasons, James
Roper, and Lloyd F. Horton.

Facts Of Interest
The F.B.I. has released its final figures
for 1951, which show that crime increased
5.1 per cent during 1951 throughout the
United States, rising to a total of 1,882,
160 serious offenses or 92,130 over the 1950
estimates.
Major crimes during 1951 averaged 5,167
each day or 34 felonious homicides, 1,115
burglaries, 143 robberies, 3,064 larcenies, 46
rapes, 540 auto thefts, and 215 aggravated
assaults.
The 831,288 arrests during the year exceeded by 4.7 per cent ,the number in 1950.
Age· 23 predominated in the frequency of arrests, followed by ages 22, 21, 24, and 26
in that order. Female arrests increased
11.3 per cent over 1950.
Drunkenness led in the number of arrests
with 191,455. Others included criminal homicide, 6,522; robbery, 17,997; burglary, 42,415; sex offenses, 29,144.
------~'000--------

The Lord is my Shepherd, He makes me
repose
Where the pastures in beauty are growing;
He leads me afar from the world and its
woes;
Where in peace the still waters are flowing.
He strengthens my spirit, He shows me the
path
Where the arms of His love shall enfold me;
And when I walk through the dark valley
of death,
His rod and His staff will uphold me.
happened in the Communist revolution in
China was unexpected and unpredict~ble.
The significance of that event was that
China was ripe for social revolution, and the
Communists alone were able to provide tne
strategy and program for effecting a sufficiently radical change . . .
"The Christian alternative to Communism
must come from a deeper active concern for
social justice. Only a world-wide Church will
be able to reveal that Christ holds the secret
of true unity aiJ.d has the truth which is the
answer to mankind's desperate needs."
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By Religious News Service

Makes Study on Federal Aid
To Church Institutions

federal aid for church-related institutions,
.particularly parochial schools. Roman Catholics have been most active in this respect,
he said.

Roman Catholic hospitals have received
a total of $68,143,000 in grants under the
Hill-Burton federal aid-to-hospitals act, acPresident Not Considering Recess
. cording to a research project just completed.
This constitutes 78 per cent of the total
Appointment of Vatican Envoy
of $87,476,000 that has been dispensed to
,President Truman has apparently decided
church-affiliated institutions under that act.
against making a recess appointment of an
Protestant and Jewish hospitals have reambassador to the Vatican.
ceived the remaining $19,333,000.
In response to a question at his weekly
The study was made by C. E. Bryant,
press conference as to whether he expects
director of press relations for Baylor Unito make a recess nomination, Mr. Truman
versity, Waco, Texas, on a grant from the
said that the matter is not being conBaptist Joint Committee on Public Affairs.
sidered at this time. He said that he had
Mr. Bryant said that the ratio favoring
no further comment to make.
Catholic hospitals "is not evidence of disConfirmation by the Senate would be recrimination by the government, but rather
quired for any ambassadorial nomination.
of the hesitancy of Protestant groups to acUnless Congress is called into special sescept government aid."
·
sion, the Senate will not meet again until
He also reported that church-affiliated
January 3, 1953.
colleges have obtained more than one billion dollars in government aid under the
Seek Views Of Presidential
GI Bill of Right~, providing for veterans'
Candidates On Vatican ;Envoy Issue
education.
Pressure is being brought by some ProThis was mostly tuition payments from
testant sources on the Presidential canthe Veterans Administration. Church instididates to give their position on the sending
tutions enrolled 19 per cent of all veterans
of an ambassador or other envoy to the
attending college under the GI bill.
Vatican.
Church colleges also received more than
President Truman's statement that he is
4,oroo,ooo square. feet of dassroom space and
not giving consideration to a recess aphousing facilities from war surplus at a
pointment to the Vatican ambassadorial
transfer cost to the government of $26,000,post apparently will leave the decision to
ooo, Mr. Bryant said.
the next President.
An additional $1,823,597 was given to
Dr. Joseph M. Dawson, executive secrechurch-related medical schools and hospitals
tary of the Baptist Joint Committee on
in research and fellowship awards by the
Public Affairs, has queried General Dwight
U. S. Public Health Service in fiscal year
D. Eisenhower and Governor Adlai E.
1951, Mr. Bryant's study disclosed.
Stevenson on their views.
Ninety-three units of Reserve Officers
In identiCal telegrams to the candidates,
Training Corps of the various branches
he said:
· of the armed services are now operating
"In view of President Truman's statement
on church-related college campuses, he said.
that he is not giving any consideration to
Relatively little federal aid is given to
a recess appointment of an ambassador to
parochial elementary and secondary schools,
the Vatican and in view of the American
Mr. Bryant asserted. He said that aid to
people's widespread expressed interest in
these schools is largely a local or state
• this issue, what is your position on the
matter rather than one involving the fedquestion of sending a diplomatic represeneral government.
_
tative to the Vatican?"
The only federal programs aiding parochial schools are the Department of AgriBaptists Note Gains
culture's school lunch program and, in a
In Religious Freedom
few instances, tuition and study grants for
Gains in religious freedom have been made
American Indian children by the Indian
during the past several decades, according
Affairs Bureau. This bureau in some cases
to the findings of a study group held in
pays parochial school tuition fees for its
connection with the annual meeting of the
charges.
Baptist World Alliance's executive commitIn the Social Security program, partictee.
ularly the Children's Bureau, Mr. Bryant
At the same time, the group noted that
said he found that welfare funds are frein recent years "the world has suffered
quently paid directly to church hospitals
some of the direst assaults on human
and other church welfare agencies. He said
freedoms known to history."
it was impossible to measure the amount
An important religious liberty gain, the
because all of these social security prostatement said, was the removal of civil
grams are administered on the state level,
disabilities from non-conformists in several
although federal grants are given the states.
nations where established churches exist.
Mr. Bryant "reported that he found no
"A striking example is to be found in
desire in the federal government for a
Sweden," it said, "where Bapti11ts have inclose relationship with church groups . or
duced the Parliament to remove former
any inclination to dictate their policies.
restrictions on R0man Catholics as well as
Even on federal reservations where land
and buildings are made available to religious · on those in the free churches."
The statement also listed as a gain "the
groups for church purposes a hands-off
fact. that vast numbers of people around
policy prevails, he said.
the world have become awakened to the
He added that "persistent pressure groups"
peril to religious freedom."
are operating in Washington to seek more

A small boy with a cent tightly clutched
in his hot little fist entered the candy
shop and drove the propr.ietor to distraction
asking to see this and that kind of candy
without being able to make up his mind.
"Look here, my boy," said the storekeeper finally, "what do you want to buy
for a penny-the whole world with a fence
around it?"
The boy thought a moment and then replied cautiously, "Let's see it."

.. .
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Two Indians had been very much interested in the construction of a lighthouse
on the coast near their reservation. When
it was completed they watched it every
night. One night a fog rolled in and the
fog-horn blew continuously. "Ugh," said one
Indian to the other, "light she shine, bell
she ding·-dong, horn .she woo-woo, fog she
come in just the same.
-Quote
"Daddy, don't they ever give showers for
the groom?"
"No, son. There will be storms enough
for him after the bride begins to reign."

'•

An elderly lady in the deep South found
herself in a helpless state following the
death of one of her aged servants. Not
knowing how to replace her, she went out
on the street and accosted a small Negro
lad:
1 1
"Little boy," she said, "do you know ..
where I can get a housemaid?"
"Yas'm," he replied, "my daddy's a good
carpenter. He'll come around and build a
house for you."

There are three things a woman can make
out of nothing-a hat, a salad and a quarrei.

~

A long-winded lawyer droned on and on
until the judge finally gave vent to a suggestive yawn.
"I sincerely trust I am not unduly trespassing on the time of this court," said the
lawyer, with a touch of sarcasm.
•
"There is some difference," the Judge
quietly observed, "between trespassing on
time and encroaching on eternity."
-Clipped
A man saw his minister walking a hundred yards ahead of him. That was ·on
Tuesday. The minister suddenly disappeared. •
He had fallen into an open manhole in
the sidewalk. The man who had been
following close behind ran to the police
station and shouted: "Hurry to the rescue,
our preacher has fallen into a manhole."
But the officer refused to be excited about
the matter.
...
"Well," he said, "This is only Tuesday.
You won't need him until Sunday."

·-

"I just got out of prison this morning,"
a traveler told a man on the train. "It's
going to be tough facing old friends."
"I can sympathize with you," said the
other, "I'm just getting home from Con-· •
gress."
Magnate <to poor suitor): Young ·m an, do
you know how I made my money?
Young Man: Yes, but I can't permit that
to stand in the way of Muriel's happiness.
-Ex.

~
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News From Baptist Press
Transfer Membership Week
Promotion Gets Under Way
The state secretaries and editors of the
Baptist Convention are steadily
leading the churches and pastOrs to victory
in the Transfer Church Membership Week,
September 14-21. A preliminary check last
week reveals progress in most of the states.
Definite reports were
received . from the
following:
Alabama: Following the pl~n scheduled by
the Executive Committee of the Southern
Baptist Convention in its effort to enlist :nonresident Baptists. All media of publicity have
been used to promote this effort. Genuine
interest prevails and definite results appear
in sight. Besides using all the publicity sent
in by the Executive Committee forces, special
emphasis will be given to this effort in the
August 14 issue of. the Alabama Baptist.
Arizona: Twenty-four rallies, with visiting
teams of three members each, will be held
the last week in August. Churches are being
urged to either post, print or read their
church rolls and find the addresses of nonresident members. Goal: Net gain of 1,200
members.
Arkansas: Letters have gone out from Baptist headquarters to all missionaries and pastors urging full co-operation in this movement. Also a brochure has been mailed to all
pastors. A special Transfer · Church Membership Week issue of the Arkansas Baptist
will be published August 28.
California: Moderators have been requested to organize associations. Pastors have
been contacted and all literature and cards
have been mailed. Churches are co-operating
by sending name:; of non-resident members
to headouarters where they are being pro-'
cessed. The California Southern Baptist is
giving much of its space in puplicizing the
campaign.
Georgia: "We have worked through the associations toward appointment of committees
to assist in the promotion," according to state
secretary; Dr. James W. Merritt. "All the departments in our work are co-operating and
we have appealed to the pastors througb,
letters, in addition to the promotional emphasis being given by The Christian Index."
Illinois: Conferences and speakers are being used at all associational meetings of every
kind. Emphasis is given in annual and district meetings of associations. Letter writing
by all church members urging their friends
and relatives to transfer membership has
been encouraged. Weekly publicity carried
in the denominational paper.
Louisiana: AH associations urged to have
a special program during the month of August; emphasizing this effort to reach Lo:uisiana's 70,000 unaffiliated Baptists. Associational officers,
with the organizers and
chairmen of evangelism, asked to be responsible for promotion through the various
. organizations. Met in Alexandria July 15, for
the presentation of this program.
Missouri: General superintendent has written to all associational moderators, suggesting that the matter be presented to the associations and fully discussed so that all may
understand. He' also enclo~ed a ·suggested program for associational conferences on ··:the
subject. The Word and Way, state Baptist
paper, is publishing articles on various phases
of the campaign from week to · week. The
evangelism department is mailing out cards
to be used in locating unaffiliated .Baptists.
Mississippi: Contacted every. pastor by letter, distributed to every church the pamphlet
~Bouthern

# ·
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entitled "Transfer Church Membership
Week," and. sent out the "search cards" which
were secured from the Sunday School Board.
In addition, numerous articles have appeared in the Baptist Record promoting this program.
North Carolina: 200,000 "Search Cards" to
pastors. State leaders and speak1ng on subject at annual associational meetings being
held this month and next. Articles and editorials on subject have been published in
Biblical Recorder.
South Carolina: Vigorously promoting
Transfer Church Membership Week. The
Baptist Courier, our state paper, is, and has
been for weeks, "loaded" with articles, ap~
peals, aRd reminders. Baptist headquarters in
Columbia is sending out a stream of good
material.
·
Texas: Conference held with 17 district
missionaries and plans made for special emphasis on matter in 120 associational workers' conferences, meeting held in July. The
Baptist Standard, going to 256,457 homes,
dedicated the July 31, issue to this program
of enlistment. We plan to have some ringing
articles and editorials in each issue through
September 21. No goals have been set, but
confident that large numbers will be enlisted through concentrated efforts of all the
agencies.
Virginia: Dr. James R. Bryant, state secretary, says, "We are striving to enlist the
unenlisted and encourage every Virginia Baptist to transfer their membership to th~
church they are now attending and to make
this not only a transfer of church membership but dedication of life. We are contacting
every association in an effort to reach every
church with an active campaign in the department of evangelism." ,
--------000--~~--

A Message To The Baptists Of
The World
From the Executive Committee· of The
Baptist World Alliance, Tollose, Denmm·kAugust 4-8, 1952

The Baptist World Alliance, through its
Executive Committee, meeting in Tollose, Denmark, August 4-8, 1952, would greet all Bap-·
tists everYWhere in the name of our Lord
Jesus Christ. In all our deliberations we have
been mindful of our common heritage in the
Lord and of our continuing mission in His
name to the whole world. We would not glory
in our numbers, but we cannot be unmindful
.t hat not fewer than eighteen million people,
,t oday throughout the world are members of
Baptist cb,urches. Several million more cherish
those convictions, attitudes, and purposes
which by God's good grace have come to us
from the New Testament. With an of these
we have been bound together in a worldwide fellowship. This is all the Lord's doing,
and it is in Him that we would glory and tq
Him that we would offer praise.
We as Baptists are set today in a world o1l
revolutionary change. New· paganisms, flushed with recent and notable victories, seek to
bring an the world· into captivity to concepts
and :to patterns . ·of behavior utterly foreign
to - Christian life and thought. Old religions,
also spurred on by rising tides of nationalism,
are showing new life and new opposition to
the ideas and ideals of the Kingdom of our
Lord. Even in those lands where our churches
have been long established and . have enjoyed
the manifold blessings of God, demonic
. powers have found new and alluring ways to
entice people, young and old, into paths

which iead to fuorai aild spiritual decay and
death.
In this world, Baptists are commissioned of
God to provide their own redemptive and
revolutionary faith - a faith which centers
in Him .who said, "Behold, I make all things
new", and who continually demonstrates His
power to make of any man a new creature
living in a new · universe. We are not fran~
tically searching for an alternative to any so~
called way of life, because we believe with all
our hearts and minds that we have found
in Jesus Christ the One who is Himself the
Way, the Truth, and the Life. Je.sus, · the Livi:ng Lord and the Lord of Life, would we proclaim to a world which He loves and to which
He would bring salvation, full and complete,
·i n righteousness and peace, for both individuals and communities.
To this high purpose, God in Christ has
· called us all. He has set us in the world for
such a time as this. We thank God that we are
not working al'one; that other men and
women of many names also love our Lord in
Sincerity and truth and are faithful witnesses
to His redeeming grace. But we would be less
than true to ourselves and less than faithful
to our Lord if we did not recognize His divine
calling to us Baptists to proclaim by life and
by word, in faithful ·witness and in loving
ministry, the truth as God has given us to
see it." This we shall, please God, continue to
do in continuing hope and good cheer.
· We are painfully aware that situations
obtain in the world today .which make impossible face to face contact with our brethren in 'some lands. No frontiers, however, separate us in •.t he fellowship of .the Spirit; and
in prayer -for one another we can continually
renew our oneness in Christ. Accordingly we
urge Baptists continually to pray for one
another. We would urge them also to pray
for the peace of the world and for the
establishment and maintenance of those conditions of righteousness and justice in all the
relations of life which mak.e for peace.
·
We would remind all our people that we
labor not in vain in the Lord - that we
serve One who is not only all-loving, but allwise and almighty, and One whose redemptive purpose will prevail. At a time when the
he<1rts of many are failing them in foreboding and in fear, we would call on all Baptists·
throughout the world to be not fearful but believing, full of faith and hope:
"For he has made known to us in all wisdom and insight the mystery of his will, according to his purpose which he has set forth
in Christ .as a plan for the fullness of time,
to unite all things in him, things in heaven
and things on earth. In him, according to
the counsel of his will, we who first hoped
in Christ have been destined and appointed
to live for the praise of his glory."
Ephesians 1:9-12
~------100~------

A DOER OF THE WORD
An old Scottish elder, who was faithful
in church attendance, but the cause of a
great deal of trouble among its members,
told his pastor one day that he was going
to pay a visit to the Holy Land, "And
when I get there," he said with great enthusiasm, "I'm going to climb Mt. Sinai
and read tae Ten Commandments from the
top of it."
"I can tell you something better to do,"
his pastor replied. "Stay at home and keep
them."
·· "It's a grand thing to know Scripture by
memory, but . grander to know it by heart.
"BE YE DOERS OF THE WORD, AND
NOT HEARERS ONLY," says James (1:22).
It is an · admonition that never grows old
and ~s always needed.
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Worse Than Death
As Tpld to Bruce H. Price by a Deacon,

Newport News, Virginia
When word reached me during World War
II that my best friend had been shot down
on a mission over northern Italy and all
the crew killed, it was a great shock and
personal loss.
Those who have received a similar message will understand something of my grief,
but they gannot know all of it. For my
burden since that day has been two-fold:
the loss of a very dear friend and the loss
of the greatest opportunity that comes to
man. I have found comfort for the first,
but there is no peace of mind for the
second.
Our friendship began in high school
where we played football. Coming from a
broken family he had a very unhappy and
unsatisfactory home life. However, he was
determined to make a _success in life and if
he had lived I am sure he would not have
been disappointed. He was handsome,
strong, neat in appearance, and possessed
a wonderful personality-the kind of person who made friends wherever he went.
Before we entered the service of our
country in the early forties we came to
Newport News and found profitable employment with the Newport News ShipbuUding
Co. Rooming in the same ·home we were
together day and night. I loved him as a
brother and I am sure the feeling was
mutual. Our association helps me to understand the story of David and Jonathan.
Being reared in a Christian home it
seemed natural for me to find a church in
Newport News. He was much interested in
Sunday School and the worship services
too, although in his early life this had been
neglected. He was not a professed Chris-

tian.
From time to time I found it easy to talk
to him about becoming a Christian and
joining the church. He was interested.
· One - Sunday morning he asked me, "Are
you planning to move your membership?"
"No," I replied. "I don't know how long
I will be here."
Two weeks later he brought up the subject again by asking, "Have you thought

any more abput moving your membership?"
Without waiting for a reply he continued,
"I think you ought to; you are attending
this church all the time."
A week later before the morning services
he. approached me with a proposition. "If
you will move your membership, I'll join
by baptism."
·

Transfer
Members

:t made some excuse. When 'the hymn of
invitation began I stepped back and motioned for him. to pass by me and go down
the aisle, but he didn't go. Soon afterwards he was in the Air Corps.
All the time I had encouraged him to become a Christian,, but I was pushing him
instead of leading him. One little bit of
leadership on my part would have brought
him to the Lord that day. The memory of
my . failing him and failing my Lord is
heavY on me. Few days pass without my
thinking of him and how I missed my big
opportunity-the greatest in life--winning
another to Jesus.
Transfer Church Membership Week September 14-21 should be supported by all
pastors and members. Local people moving
their membership to a local church will
often do much to lead others to Christ. In
the future I am resolved that when I move,
my membership will go with me.

Ouachita Students Reflect Credit On College
(Note: The following letter is self-explanatory. These young men were stationed at
Fort Benning, Georgia.-Editor.>
Dr. Harold A. Haswell, President
Ouachita Baptist College
Arkadelphia, Arkansas
Dear Dr.. Haswell:
I am dropping you a {ew lines to let you
know what we here at Rose Hill Baptist
Church think of you and your school.
Last year Webster Teague, Roy Carroll,
and Bob Ward came to our church for four
months. This year Calvin D. Austin, James
T. Blackmon, Jack J. Bledsoe, William H.
Edwards, Alfred w. Green, John R. Hagan,
Hugh Hairston, James E. Harrell, Joe Martindale, Joseph 0. Massey, Robert R . McCollum, Truman Keahy, and Lavell C;
Nutt came for six weeks.
Dr. Haswell, words can't express the
Christian influence these fine young men
had on the people at Rose Hill Church.
They were teaching, leading prayer meeting,

singing, and doing personal witnessing for
Christ. We have never before seen a bunch
of young men on fire for their Lord and
Savior as these men were. In fact, they
just invaded our church, doing all they
could and anything they were asked to do.
While they were here several young people
dedicated their lives to Christian service.
Jack Bledsoe did a wonderfUl job in holding
that group together, in fact, he fathered
them.
We will always be grateful to you and
your staff for turning out such fine, Christlike men and we thank God for sending
them our way.
I know our pastor would like to thank
you personally but he and his good wife
are toUTing .E urope and the Holy Land.
I pray God's blessings on you and your
great wOt"k.
Respectfully,
John C. McCosh
Columbus, Georgia

...

Prayer In A Stewardship Revival )
By J. W . BuCKNER
Stewardship is spiritual, very deeply and
weriderfully spiritual.
Every missionary
movement must 'be supported by stewardship and the more and better the stewardship the more and better the missionary
work. Every _spiritual revival is supported
by stewardship· and the more and the better the stewardship t he more and better the
spiritual revival. Stewardship is never op•
tional in missions and revivals, but always
very essential.
Many missionary movements have starved
and died because someone, somewhere, had
not first learned the lesson of stewardship.
Many a soul-winning revival has produced
half results because some or all the people
participating had not first learned to practice stewardship. All over America churches
are playing second fiddle to· other institutions and· other organizations simply because our members have not learned the
value of stewardship and the simple fact
that stewardship is deeply spiritual.
If your stewardship revival is going to be
spiritual and effective in the highest degree, there must be much prayer from many
hearts. Prayer for the Lord's blessing means
the difference between a series of messages
on tithing and a real, vital, throbbing stewardship revival. This revival should be
prayed through just like any other revival
must be prayed through.
In my revivals, I have found that we had
the best revival in the churches where
most time had been given to prayer. The
minister should carry the burden always in
his heart, from day to day, from service
to service, and the people will inevitably
catch the feel of it. If the pastor tarries
long at the thro:.,e of grace about the
stewardship revival, God will honor h is requests and grant the revival.
But all members of the church should be
praying the same way and definitely called
to a program of prayer for the meeting. It
is good to have cottage prayer meetings
for weeks ahead of the revival. If not practical to have cottage prayer meetings, have
special prayer services at the church· and
through the organizations. But definitely
call all the members to earnest prayer.
we· should pray big when · we prepare for
a stewardship revival. Remember, you are
going to seek to enlist every .m ember of your
church in tithing and it will mean an immense increase in income if it is even half
a success. f;>how your people what needs
to be done and how badly people need to
tithe and then ask Him definitely to give
you the big things needed in your work.
Perhaps you can ask Him to increase your
church income 100 per cent and, if w11
ask according to IDs will, He will so increase it.
·
I would urge all churches to pray much
for pastor and evangelist, for everything
depends upon them in this meeting. Pray
for power in the stewardship messages.
Pray the Lord to give the evangelist grace
and wisdom so that the people will be won
to God's plan for the financing of His
church.
Arkansas Baptists should now be praYing
earnestly for this statewide stewardship
revival. If we can have a real revival of
titl)ing, our work will never be the same ·
again and a great spiritual awakening will
inevitably follow. Im~~gine ho'Y pleased
God would be if one thousand of His
churches would call their people to prayer
for a mighty revival of tithing practice?
Then let us call them to definite, purposeful prayer for a phenominally successful
stewardship revivaL
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The Message Of The Revelation

800 Foreign Students Begin
American Orientation

By M. T. McGREGOR, Texarkana, Arkansas

Approximately 800 students have arrived
in the U. S. from 41 foreign cotmtries as
far apart as Finland and Japan and have
begun a six-weeks program at American
institutions of higher learning to get better acquainted with the U. S. la11guage,
educational system, history and social institutions before starting their regular course
work for the year.
These youths are making their first trip
to the U. S. under the Educational Exchange Program, International Information
Administration, U. S. Department of State.
Since the purpose of the program is to promote a better understanding of the U. S .
in other countries, the orientation per.i od. is
designed to help the students adjust more
quickly to their new environment so that
they can get the maximum benefit out of
their year of study here.
The program at the 17 centers will include English refreshe,r courses, lectures Oil
and first-hand observation of our educational system, and discussions of important
aspects of American life and institutions.
Opportunities will be provided for the students to visit in American homes and to
join in community activities.
'
American colleges which are religiousaffiliated to which these students will go
in groups of about 40 each include Duke
University (North Carolina), Haverford College <Pennsylvania), Bucknell University
<Pennsylvania), William and Mary <Virginia), and YaJe University <Connecticut>.

The Book of the Revelation has a message for us all. Too long have most of us
felt that the treasures of the book belonged
only to the scholar and the theologian and
by avoiding it we have allowed the ordinary student of the Bi'Qle to become a victim
of the absurdities perpetrated by the selfstyled interpreter of the Scriptures-neither
scholar nor theologian-whose chief stock
in trade consists of a ranting endeavor to
unravel the mysteries of all obscure prophecies. In this connection, ,he finds the
book of the Revelation a prolific field for
his efforts.
If we dig beneath the surface of the obscure language in which the book is couched
we find some outstanding thoughts presented: thoughts which are amazingly
simple when translated into words, and
yet they are thoughts which are tinged
with profundity so far as their relationship
to eternal values is concerned. A few of
these thoughts are here presented.

Book Of Practical, Christian Living
It is a book for this year and next year
and for every day in the year. How we
need this message for the days in which
we live! Revelation 22:11, when rightJ.y
interpreted; tells us that we are going to
die as we live. In other words, our religion
is not just a Sunday religion. Merely attending church on Sunday and sitting in
the amen corner and making our contribution does not discharge all our duties and
responsibilities as God's children and give
us the right to live as Satan would have
us live six other days out of the week. Not
long ago a speaker in one of our young
people's services said, "What we need today
is more people whose hearts keep up with
their feet as they walk the aisles for Christ."
Christianity will come to the world only
as Christians live it in their everyday lives.
The prophet's prayer, "Let me die the
death of the righteous," was a worthy one
and one which could profitably be incorporated in our own lives. But let us remember that the only way we can die the
death of the righteous is to live the life of
the righteous.
.
The message of the Revelation is neither
theoretical nor visionary. From a theoretical standpoint, many consider Christianity
something to preach but not to practice;
something to profess but not something to
live. Their attitude reminds us of the
mother who was delivering a lecture on
truthfulness to her 12-year-old da).lghter.
The telephone rang and she said, "Daughter, answer the phone, and if it is Mrs. Soand-So and she wants me, tell her I'm not
at home." The message of the Revelation
wuid insist that we practice what we
preach.
From the standpoint of the visionary, we
receive a lesson from the story of Lowell's
"Vision of Sir Launfal." The knight thought
that te obtain the Holy Grail he must ven-:
ture forth into a world of abstractness and
intangibility and mysticism. Disappointed
and disillusioned, he returned home to find
that it consisted in defnite and concrete
.,._ service to his fellowman. Likewise, Christianity is not an abstract, intangible something floating around in . the air somewhere.
It is a definite, positive, dynamic attitude
of life.
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Book Of Prophecy

•

It is just here that many of us make our

mistake. We know that it is a book of
prophecy but we fail to take into account
the nature of the prophecy. We seek to
project the consummation of its prophetic
message into a dim and unknown future,
little realizing that the unfolding of the
events described is !aking place in our own
lives and in the life of each and every one
of God's children throughout all ages. For,
underneath the obscure language of types
and symbols and visions, the miSsage of
the book sets forth two very distinct
thoughts. One is the emphasis placed upon
the divine intervention in the world of human affairs; and the other is that the
Revelation points out the ultimate triumph
of God's will.
As to the Divine intervention in the lives
of God's people, the Bible is full of such
instances. Noah, and Moses, and Abraham,
and Joshua, and David, all saw it, and
the time would fail to tell of the countless
other Bible characters who saw and experienced it. And the man who lives today
and cannot see the guiding hand of Ood
in the world of human affairs is heavy
lidded, indeed, with the drowsiness of the
world. There are those who seem to feel
that . all that is necessary today to bring
order out of chaos is .tust a wave of God's
hand and the action is accomplished. They
are wondering just when He will step in
and bring this all about. Perhaps God
could do this without considering us-we
are sure He coUld if He deemed it micessary; but there is something we must realize: We brought this present world condition upon ourselves by our own sinfulness
and disobedience and God may have to
lead us by devious paths of hardship and
suffering and tribulation until we are ready
to fall on our faces before Him in heartbroken repentance before He is ready to
provide relief.
The Revelation also points out the ultimate triumph of God's will. Perhaps it
woUld help us as Christians if we coUld
realize this. Though it may not be entirely
accomplished within the scope of our own
lives, we are helping · to bring it about by
living lives in conformity to · His will. We
may not see the result ourselves but let us
be assured of this fact, that His will is
being worked out and our lives will either
help or hinder it in the process.

Book Of Permanent Spiritual Values
What constitutes the important things of
life, anyway? Is it material wealth such as
houses and lands and cattle and stocks and
bonds and money? We think not. Truly
has it been said by someone that "a Shroud
has no pockets in it," and the worldly
wealth we have accumulated will stand us
in little stead when we approach the hour
of death. The Revelation points out those
things of abiding spiritual value which will
carry on over into eternity.
Jesus instructs us in the things of permanent spiritual value. They are found in
Him. "I am the Alpha and the Omega,"
He said. He is the beginning and the end.
He is all and in all. He is the Lord of
lords and the King of kings. Sorrow and
tears and pain and death and all things of
such nature will not be known in heaven
because they have no permanent spiritual
value.
At the fellowship hour for young people
held at the close of the evening service in

-The Washington Religious Review
-----<000'------

Character is the product of daily, hourly
actions and words and thoughts; daily forgiveness, unselfishness, kindliness, sympathies, charities, sacrifices for the good of
others, · struggles against temptations, submissiveness under trial. Oh, it is these,
Uke the blending of colors in a picture or
the blending of notes of music which constitutes the man.
]. R. McDuff

one of our churches a high school girl was
asked this question, "What is it that attracts you to the church?" Her answer was
contained in this one word: "God." The
leader tried to get her to elaborate; to say
that it might result partly from the sermon,
or the music, or the flowers, or the friendliness of the people. But she had spoken
and she clung to that one monosyllable,
"God."
When the day comes that men and
women shall turn from the vain, empty,
unsatisfying things of the world and shall
turn to God's house, attracted there by the
Spirit and presence of God Himself, then
we shall be well on our way 'to a solution
of our problems and difficulties as we measure them by the yardstick of permanent
spiritual values by making Him supreme
in our lives.
In conclusion, then, may we suggest that
the thoughts which have been presented
are some of the obvious truths of the Revelation. Let us read it and study · it, and
instead of looking for the difficult and the
unfathomable--which in many instances may
be reading something into the Scripture that
is not even there-let us look for the· plain
and understandable teachings of God's
word, that we may conform our lives to
the pattern therein revealed. When we. do
this, the message of the Revelation will
come alive for us and will vibrate with the
inspiration which marks the very presence
and power of the Spirit of the living God.
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The Sunday SchoolAnd Transfer Membership Week

Mxss NANCY CooPER, Executive Secretary

Transfer Church Membership Week
September 14-21

GLORIOUS RIDGECREST
Additional caption on a leaflet
Here's a golden opportunity and church membership to where he
CONFERENCE!
sent to all departments and
a worthy challenge to every Sun- is now residing.
day School to intensify every
"Laborers Together" was the
Special invitations should be agencies of each state in the
Convention meaningful theme of the W.M.U.
effort for putting into practice made to all unaffiliated Baptists Southern· Baptist
the fundamentals of Sunday to transfer their membership on reads "Southern Baptist Conven- Conference held at Ridgecrest,
School work in the Transfer Sunday, September 14; on Wed- tion Emphasis; promoted by August 7-13. The program and
Church Membership Week, Sep- nesday, September 17, and Sun- Evangelistic Department, Home conference personnel numbered
Mission Board; in co-operation nearly seventy-five and many
tember 14-21.
day, September 21.
with All Southern Baptist Agen- were the high hours of inspiraRound-up
Visitation
Day
is
on
The Sunday School operating
as an integral organization in Saturday, September 20. This cies." That includes Woman's tion and challenge that came
the church is admirably adopted visitation is to have the definite Missionary Union, and if we have during that fellowship. Daily Dr.
to aid other organizations in aim of obtaining commitments ' a desire it is to co-operate with Ray Summers, teacher at Southt h i s worthwhile concentrated from these unaffiliated Baptists every evangelistic and mission- western Baptist Seminary, led in
looking forward to fruitful ser- ary-hearted-centered activity of a study of the book of Romans.
task.
our Convention. We, therefore,
In order to reach the 2,000,000 vices on Sunday, September 21. urge full participation in plans Space does not permit the naming of the many who brought
The
Sunday
School
forces
could
non-resident
church members
that will be projected by your
whose names are on the rolls of well lead out in this visitation church. The women can be im- missionary messages at other
Southern Baptist churches, or and make it exceeding meaning- portant instruments of the Lord times. All sessions were presided
over by Miss Alma Hunt, execuwlio have their church letters in ful.
secretary
of
Southern
tive
We unite with all of the lead- in such an effort! Let's do it!
their possession, it is necessary
Unfortunately the week set by
to conduct a search for them, to ers and the organizations in the our convention conflicts with the Woman's Missionary Union.
Registration totaled 1,739. The
visit them, and to enlist them in Southern Baptist Convention, and observance of the Season of
Arkansas in particular, in this
offering for Korean relief amountactive church membership.
challenging task of seeking, visit- Prayer for State Missions, BUT ed to $1,547.15; the one taken
This search should be made by ing these unaffiliated Baptists in it can be made a very vital part on Sunday for the expansion of
all Southern Baptist churches the interest of winning and en- of the special activities of the Ridgecrest's auditorium was $1,'throughout the Southern BaPtist listing every Baptist to active week. After all, the unenlisted of 008.18; and contributions for the
Convention, on September 7. membership in the local Baptist your community are numbered staff were $915.13'.
Special cards for this purpose
in the opportunities of state
Between thirty and forty Arkhave been prepared by the Sun- church.
missions. Your community is a ansans were in attendance at
day School Department, and may
state mission field! Claim it for this W. M. U. conference.
CONCERNING VACATION
be obtained free of charge. Mail
the Lord! We need to do exactly
Numbered among the missionBffiLE SCHOOL
your request to the sunday
what the plans propose to do-- ary speakers were Mrs. Hugo
School Department, 215 Baptist
To date 304 Vacation Bible enlist those two million non- Culpepper <nee Ruth Cochrane),
Building, Little Rock.
School reports are in hand. Keep resident church members whose Mrs. Albert I. Bagby (nee Thelma
An effective and thorough up the good work-let's have a names are on the rolls of Sou- Frith), and Maxfield Garrott house to house canvass in search report from every school held.
thern Baptist churches or who all of whom we definitely claim
for these unaffiliated Baptists can
have their church letters in their for Arkansas. Mrs. Davis served
be made by each Sunday School
possession.
It is an overdue on the teaching faculty. Mrs.
COMING EVENTS
teacher and officer, and memeffort to claim them for the Jones represented the book store
ber canvassing under the direcSeptember 2-3 - Associational Kingdom. See other section of in many .activities. Miss Cooper
tion of church and pastor.
Sunday School Leadership Con- this issue, as ·well as recent presided over a missionary group
copies, of the Arkansas Baptist each day.
Special Visitation Day, Septem- ference.
ber 13, fits ·into the pattern of
September 16
State-wide for additional information.
The women are asked by our
the Baptist churches and the Special Associational Planning
A PIONEER CLAIMS
state secretary, Dr. B. L. Bridges,
Sunday School program of regu- Rallies.
HER REWARD
to hold prayer meetings, particilar reported visitation. A little
October 13-14 - State Sunday
Perhaps no other among Souextra effort on the part of the School Convention, South Side pate in visitation and in locat- thern Baptists' womanhood has
ing these detached Baptists.
Sunday School forces, co-operat- Church, Pine Bluff.
What better community mission served with a more determined
ing with all the other organiza--------OOU'-------project could your Society have spirit and unshakable faith than
tions of the church, could well
Mi§.S Emma Leachman. After
When
it
comes
to
coddling
imfor
the month of September?
result in a personal visit, and a
Let's claim the many AWOL many years of suffering and resiwarm, urgent invitation to every aginative wrongs, the average
Baptists for the Lord! We can! dence in a nursing home in
unaffiliated Baptist in the state person is a faithful nurse.
Louisville, she was called to her
of Arkansas to transfer his
-Quate We must!
heavenly home during the early
days of August.
Miss Leachman championed
the cause of missions wherever
she went. She pioneered with the
CHURCH PEWS
Woman's Missionary Union Training School. Her latter years of
At a Price Any Church
active service were spent as
field worker with the Home MisCan Afford
sion Board of which Board she
was missionary emeritus until her
Write or call:
death. Through her
ministry
many patterns of thinking were .
WAGONER BROTHERS
changed in regard to mission •
MANUFACTURING CO.
work and her memory will ever
be revered by those who knew
her.
PheDe 148
Mrs. Charles Gordon of Pine
Bluff was Miss Leachman's niece
BOONE~ ARKANSAS
and is one of few surviving relatives.

•

•

•
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Transfer Church Membership Week
The Brotherhood Department of them give for not joining a
joins heartily in all of the pur- local Baptist Church: "I don't
poses and activities of "Trans- know how long I'm going to be
here." And . the tragic truth is
fer Church Membership Week."
"Transfer Church Membership that a Baptist will never feel setWeek" is September 14-21, thro- tled or anchored anywhere as
ughout the whole of the Southern long as he leaves God back where
Baptist Convention. Every Bap- he came from.
tist church is asked to reach out '.rHE TRAGEDY
into its own church-field during OF TRAGEDIES
those days in a consecrated, concentrated effort to enlist Baptists
The author of this article has
who live there, but whose church processed many a census taken
membership is elsewhere.
of a church field. He always
uses a family group card so that
MANY UNAFFILIATED
each
family can be seen in perBAPTISTS
spective. He has seen thousands
More than one-fourth of all of cards representing families
Southern Baptists are unaffilia- where both husband and wife are
ted, that is, their church mem- unaffiliated Baptists, and where
bership is not in a Baptist church every child in the family is
in the community in which they LOST and goes nowhere to
are now living. This means two church or Sunday School. Unless
million Southern ·Baptists out of papa. and mama are awakened
Southern from their spiritual sleep, many
service; two million
Baptists who are out of position of these children are going to be
to do anything for the advance- lost forever.
ment of the Kingdom of God;
two million Southern Baptists WHAT CAN WE DO?
who have divorced themselves
We can VISIT the unaffiliated
from God's program of work and Baptists in our church field;
who thus are having little or no SHOW THEM PLAINLY what
part in God's work anywhere; they are doing; INVITE them to
two million Southern Baptists join our church; PRAY with
who ar:e robbing themselves of them; and KEEP AFTER them
eternal reward; two million Sou- until they transfer their memberthern B a p t is t s w h o s e in· ship.
fluence for Christ is being lost;
Another approach is through
two million Southern Baptists their children. Win them to
whose children are growing up, Christ!
Then maybe mama's
many of them outside church and heart and papa's heart will be
Sunday School. These two mil- warmed to the point where they
lion Southern Baptists make up will be willing to come back into
one of the greatest tragedies of active church membership.
this generation.
Some years ago the author of
WHAT IS THE CAUSE?
this article was asked by an ArkThere are several major rea- ansas pastor to go with him to
sons why so many Baptists have try to enlist an unaffiliated Bapbecome unaffiliated. The chief tist man and his unaffiliated
cause, of course, is the Devil. Baptist wife. Looking at the famSatan doesn't want anybody to do ily census card, we discovered
any work for God; and when a that there was a 13-year-old lost
Baptist moves from his old .girl in the family. We decided
church-field to a new field, the to go after her first.
So we went to the home and
Devil immediately seizes upon the
situation in a mighty effort to talked with the girl in the preskeep that Baptist from ever be- ence of her mother. We found
ing tied up with God's work the girl under conviction. She
yielded to Christ. The immediate
again.
The
displacements
brought result was that all three came
about by war are responsible in and presented themselves for
some measure. Thousands of church membership.
In · another town, the author
Baptists have moved from their
church-field to work in war in- found an elderly couple who had
dustries, leaving their church been unaffiliated for twenty-five
membership behind. Many
of years. Before this couple could
these started working on Sun- be moved from their stubborn
days, with terrible damage to refusal to come back into church
membership, the Lord had saved
..,._ their spiritual lives,
The general shift~ of popula- their two daughters, one son, a
tion from rural to urban areas is "son-in-law, and a grand-daughter.
another contributing cause.
It was on the last stanza of
WHY DO BAPTISTS
the invitation hymn after · all
REMAIN UNAFFILIATED?
their loved ones had been saved
The answer to this question and had joined the church, that
• shows up in the excuse nearly all the old couple came down the

•

•

MRs.

B. W.

NININGER,

Director

Look At The Music Calendar
Arkansas Baptists may justly
be proud of the progress being
made in the field of music
education. Many churches made
it possible for their musicians
to , attend the Leadership School
at· Ouachita College, August 1116, and also the Youth Music
Camp at Ferncliff, August 18--22.
These two events demonstrated,
beyond question, the value of
training for music leadership and
also the enthusiasm and gratitude of all those engaged in
church music for the splendid
curriculum and faculty which was
planned at both places.
Finer
leadership training could not be
obtained any where than was offered at the Leadership School.
The Choral and Dramatic Festival, which was the closing feature, was a thrilling example of .
the effective use of music and
church drama.
Young people from age 9 to
24 co-operated· in the happiest
spirit during the all-too-brief
period at Music Camp. They
busied themselves from early
morning till bedtime, playing,
aisle. They ought to have led
the way for their children; but
they didn't. The children led the
way!
SPmiTUALLY HARDENED
Christian workers must know
that it is a spiritually hardening
experience for a Baptist to remain out of service year after
year, and neglect or refuse to
identify himself with the church
of the Lord Jesus Christ in the
community where he lives. It is a
denial of Christ; it is a refusal
to do the will of Christ; it is a
tragic neglect of the work of
Christ.
LET'S PRAY FOR THEM
Let us pray for the unaffiliated· Baptists in our own community and throughout the land;
and that God shall use Transfer
Church Membership Week to reenlist thousands of them in His
service.
And let's join hands with those
who shall GO after them!

singing, studying music theory,
and participating in
church
drama, recreation, and worship.
The camp staff assembled for this
first such occasion was of the
highest caliber, musically, as weH
as in consecration and Christian
example.
YOUR MUSIC BUDGET
Along with plans for all the
work of the church for the coming year - your music budget
will need consideration. Make it
adequate for an enlarged use of
Church Music.
What is an adequate Music
Budget?
Salaries for director and accompanist.
Funds for the tuning and repair of all musical instruments.
A sum for new music for all
your choirs.
Money for costumes, lighting,
and such for special music programs. (Christmas and Easter.>
A fund to send Youth and
Junior Choirs to festivals.
A sum to send hymn playing
representatives to state hymn
playing tournament.
Funds to send your musicians
to the State Leadership School
and to Ridgecrest.
If your association does not,
as yet, have a full music organization, please urge upon your
Executive Committee to arrange
for this important business at the
Annual Meeting. A director, a
Youth Choir director. a Junior
Choir director, and a pianist
should be elected. These four people form the Associational Music
Committee and could do a great
deal to further the effective use
of music in all associational activities.
The ASSOCI.~TIONAL MUSIC
PLANNING MEETING is to be
held in First Church, Little
Rock, Monday, September 8, and
should be attended by the entire
Church Music Committee. The
Church Music Department will
pay 6 cents a mile for one car
from each association, provided
at least four music workers
occupy same.

Mary Hardin-Baylor

BUYING?
SELLING?

an accredited Senior Liberal
Arts college for women
featuring •••
*Excellent Student Associations
*Comfortable Living Conditions
*Reasonable Prices
*Excellent Faculty
*Small Classes

Dr. A. C. Gettys
President
Belton, Texas

E. Ray Scott

We at Block
Realty Co. are
never satisfied
unless b u y e r
and seller are.
If you plan to
buy or sell real
estate of any
kind, call me
for courteous,
quick service.

BLOCK REALTY CO.
212 Spring St., Little Rock, Ark.
Phone 4-8108-5-9151
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If
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Yes, if I were a pastor I would
Were A Missionary - I
would try to make Transfer welcome the privilege of pushing
Church Membership · Week click Transfer C h u r c h Membership
in every church. It will almost be Week in my church.
like a revival in each church, if
If I Were a Church Clerk-!
it is taken seriously and proves would welcome the emphasis on
a success. The churches will re- Transfer c 1il. u r c h Membership
ceive new blood and those join- Week for it would help "clear
ing will receive a new zeal in up" the church roll. I would
their church home. The work of check up on my own records to
the entir~ association will be see if they are up to date. I
stimulated. So, if I were an as- would check up on several things:
sociational missionary, I would Have the names of deceased
try to explain to the pastors and members been · removed? Did I
churches that the purpose of the write for church letters for those
movement is to strengthen the who joined by letter or did I
churches and help the non-resi- just record their names and fall
dent members.. I would have to write? :aas the church granted
someone speak on it in a Work- letters which I have not forers' Conference. I would talk or warded? Yes, if I were a church
write to all pastors and church clerk I would take time out to
clerks about the importance of it. make a good church roll with
proper entries, dates, ek.. I would
If I Were A Pastor - I would
have two objectives in mind as I also prepare a list of non-resipushed Transfer Church Mem- dent members and ask everyone's
bership Week in my church. My help in getting their correct adfirst objective would be to find dresses. If I were clerk I would
and enlist every non-resident report to the church, each month,
Baptist in my town or church the number of additions, the
field. Through various means I losses, the present resident memwould try to locate all possibil- bership, and the non-resident
ities for membership by letter, membership.
If I were church clerk I would
and then through a definite visitation program try to get them be happy to llj:lceive requests for
to join my church. My second letters for those members who
objective would be to get the have moved away.
If I Were A Non-Resident
names and addresses of those
I wouldn't be one
who have moved away, but have Member not moved their membership, so long. I would consider it a reI could write to them suggesting flection on my church and on
that it would be a blessing to rp.y religion if I moved to a
them and to all churches con- town and waited months or years
cerned if they would join the before joining the church. I'.d
want to be a good Baptist and
church where they live.
have my membership where I
If I were pastor of a small
church, I would ask the clerk to live.
If any p:lstor needs a supply
read the names of the non-resiof
tracts on moving your church
dent members before the entire
church. Then, those present could letter, write to the Department of
help the clerk get their ad- · Missions.
-----tiOOI----dresses. If I were in a large
church I would carry· the names
MARKS OF A GOOD
of non-resident members in the
CHRISTIAN
church bulletin, asking for their
1. One who holds his membercorrect addresses.
ship where he lives.
I would not only write to the
2. One who attends all the serindividuals, but I would write to vices of his church if he can
the pastors where they are now possibly do so.
living, giving those pastors their
3. One who gives regularly and
names and addresses. I would cheerfully, who live a life that is
do this because I would appre- an asset and not a liability to
ciate other pastors writing to me the church.
if their members have moved to
4. One who knows, believes in
my town.
·
and practices the doctrine of the
New Testament.
If I

Bibles in 22 languages used on Southern Baptist mission fit-Ids are
presented to Dr. Norman W. Cox (right), Nashville, Tenn. executive
secretary of the Historical Commission of the Southe;n Baptist
Convention. Given by the American Bible Society, these Bibles will
be placed in the commission's Historical Library and Museum soon
to be opened in the Sunday School Board's new building in Nashville.
Two Southern Baptists on the American Bible Society staff, the Rev.
Thomas T. Holloway (left), Dallas, Texas, field secretary and the
Rev. Lewis M. Bratcher, .Jr. (center), Rio de Janeiro, sec;etary for
Brazil, made the presentation at the convention in Miami.

Personal Adventures
With Jesus
By Editor B. H. Duncan
'' ... an arresting coUectiol) of fifteen
intimate glimpses of the influence and
ministry of our Master as recorded ·
in the New Testament."
The author's command of ideas and
his warm, friendly way of expressing
them combine to make one instantly
aware that this book is the fruit of
rna ture reflection and Christian living.
Rich in choice illustrative stories.
Order your copy before the supply is exhausted.
Use the convenient order form below.

Baptist Book _Store

r

303 w~ Capitol Ave.
Little Rock, Ark.

Please~end ,; ; -copies-of-::P;;onal Adventures I
with Jesus"-price $1.50.

I I enclose $
I D Charge to

I

<State sales tax extra>.

1

my account. '

INam~----------------------------1
Addres,.,.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

I

:~st~fflce__--_--=_-=_-_--_-_-_--- State'----_1

•

•
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FUND RAISING
CHAIRMEN
Send for the Elmira .Fund Raising Plan
that shows you how to organize your
group, set up and meet quotas for any
short or long term project. Write to Mrs.
Peggy \Yhite giving name of organization, chapter chairman, address, etc.
ELMIRA GREETING CARD CO.
ELMIRA C 600, NEW YORK

EAST TEXAS
BAPTIST COLLEGE
Marshall, Texas
Christian-Orthodox-Reasonable Rates
Business-Pedagogy-Pre-Professional
September 15, 1952-February 3, 1953
Contact: B. D. BRUCE, President
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.-By C. E.

1• DAY
OF SEARCH •••
to locate non-resident

MATTHEWS

2•

members. Special information card available at all
Baptist Book Stores. The
date is September 7. The
search is to be carried out
in each community.

SUN. MON. TUE. WED. THU. FRI. SAT.

7

1

2

3

4

5

8

9

10

11

12

OF SMRCH

14

4•

15

16

TRANSFER

~
_,.

21

6
13
SPECIAL
VISITATION

SPECIAL DAY

FINAL DAY • •• This
day can be used for a
round-up service enlisting
all those not reached on
the
previous
Wednesday
evening or Sunday. Follow
through in planning for a
great service.

SPECIAL VISITATION
• • • Saturday, SeptembeJ' 13, and continued
daily all through the next
week. Teams should be organjzed and sent out from
the church. If practical,
lunch should be served.

SEPTEMBER

22

17

CHURCH

23

18

MEMBERSHIP

24

19

25

26

27
•

FINAL
DAY.

28

29

30

Religious InstituHon Ordered To Alter
Advertising By FTC
Bethany College and Divinity whatsoever and were not recogSchool, formerly at 123 Eighth nized in the educational field.
Street, North St. Petersburg, The offer in the school's adFlorida, and two of its officers vertising to grant and confer a
• have been ordered by the Federal degree, the findings added, in
Trade Commission to stop repre- and of itself constituted a false
senting, in connection with the representation that such degrees
sale of its courses of study and were accepted, recognized, and
instruction, that the school is accredited by accredited instirecognized by any standard or ac- tutions of higher . learning.
The FTC's order also prohibits
cepted accrediting organization, or
is an accredited educational in- respondents from using the word
"college" as a part of corporate
~ stitution.
respondent's name or from otherNoting that the school owned wise representing that the enterno buildings and had never had prise is a college or institution
a permanent location, the FTC's of higher learning. It further
findings further stated that it forbids respondents from reprefell far short of meeting the senting, by offering to grant or
minimum requirements for an in- to confer, or through · conferring,
,.. stitution of higher learning, and any academic degrees, that such
that the enterprise was not an degre~ are accepted, recognized
institution of higher learning or or accredited by accredited ina .college but essentially a cor- stitutions of higher learning.
respondence school. Contrary to
Named as parties to the order
the representations found to have
·
to
cease and desist, in addition
been made in the advertising used
for soliciting students, the school to the corporation, were Carl M.
was not recognized by a standard Kilmer and Lulu M. Kilmer. Disaccrediting organization and its missed as parties to the proceedwork and credits, moreover, were ings for the reason that they
not and could not have been
recognized by reputable educa- did not share in the conduct ef
tional institutions, the findings the school or in formulating its

were

r 3•

20

WEEK

added.

policies

As to academic degrees which
respondents, in the school's advertising, offered to grant and
confer upon students, including
those students completing its
courses of home st udy, such purported degrees, according to the
findings, had no academic value

Grace Sercomb, Ted Victor Vorhees, J . Frederick Doering, William Morgan Keller, Jesse J .
Coody, Richard H . Crowder, Merle
P. Estabrooks, Edith C. Sheetz,
and John W. Oliver.
- The Washington Religiou.s Review

Wllliam

We still survive, proving
Providence surely is still
us for we haven't done
thing the last 20 years to
ourselves.

that
with
any-

save

"God brings men into deep
waters not to drown them_ but to
cleanse them."

TRANSFER CHURCH
MEMBERSHIP WEEK
This is the big week. Opening Sunday will be used to
enlist all possible non-resident members. Visitation to
follow in the week. Special
Wednesday evening service.

l

OUR COUNTRY IS FREE

Sometimes we use our freedom
badly-forget about it-trade it
cheaply-and fail to fairly give
much to some as others. But we
know no people on earth have
more freedom, or love it better,
or will fight so hard to keep it.
Listen! Read! Look! Talk! Argue! Think! Then VOTE.
- In.dustrwl News Review

s·,ooo ~~~n~:~ WANTED

to sell Bibles. Testaments, good books,
handsome Scripture mottoes, Scripture calendars, greeting cards. Good commission.
Send for free catalog and prtce-llst..
(;
George W. Noble, The Christian Co.
Dept. D, Pontiac Bldg., Chicago, 5, 111.

The Difference ..
A tribute to a loved one becomes
more beautiful when carried on
the wings of music. The services
of our staff organist are available
without additional charge to all
who call the Drummond Funeral
Home. And the counsel of our
organist Is offered freely to those
who may wish such assistance In
arranging a suitable musical background for their services.

Potter,
SINCE 1881

Funeral Home
1014 MAIN STREET
TELEPHONE. 4-02-51
LITTLE ROCK

ACCORDIONS
FAMOUS ITALIAN MAKES.
Available to Sludenls, Teachers, Christian
Workers and Missionaries at

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
Write Today for FREE Literature

Accordion Manufacturen & Wholasalen O•tlat
Dept. AK. 2003 W. Chicago Ave., Chicago 22, Ill.
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Why Join The Church At College?
By

RACHEL QuA'ITLEBAUM

71'11ilfilfg 'llhillf ~pill'ftntht
RALPH

W.

DAVIS,

Secretary

Recently a friend asked me if
I moved my membership when I
went away to college. Upon my
reply of yes, she wanted to know
why I did. It seemed rather unnecessary to her. Her questions
started me to thinking. Just why
does a student want to move his
membership when he goes away
to college? After . all you won't
be there every Sunday and in
the summer time you will return
to -your home church. But for
about nine months out of each
year while attending college you
are going to be away from your
home church. Since you cannot
attend your home church, you
will want to attend one in your
college town. You will not want
to feel like a stranger but will
want to feel that you are a vital
part of the church life and organization. No doubt you will
join other organizations such as
clubs, sociaJ units, and societies;
therefore you should find time
to participate in the activities of
the local church. You will want
to know the townspeople, enjoy

the fellowship, and feel the closer
What The Training Union Can Do
union that comes with being a
member of the church where you
September 14-21 is Transfer reached and ministered to by our
attend.
Membership Week. The purpose Training Union than ever before.
Without joining the local of the emphasis is to find a large In large numbers of our churches
church you will not assume the number of· church members in we still have what is called a
obligations, nor rightly enjoy the every community who are not "Story Hour," in spite of the
privileges of church membership members of the local church and fact that there is no such orwhile in college. Perhaps you will lead them to transfer their mem- ganization as the "Story Hour"
want a specific responsibility in bership in the local church. The in the Southern Baptist Conyour church stwh as teaching in Training Union can do much to vention. The idea is so prevalent
the Sunday School or singing in help:
in many of our churches that we
the choir or p a r t i c i p a t i o n
(1) Work ·with the other should throw all the children
in the varied activities of a church workers to get a list of below nine years of age in one
church. · To do this you will cer- unaffiliated church members. If room with one woman to "meet
tainly want to become a member a church census is taken, help with them." We no longer have
of the college church.
take the census.
a Story Hour but instead we
Avoid becoming a "church
(2) The Training Union Direc- have the Nursery Department of
tramp" or a "spiritual derelict" tor should call a meeting of the our Training Union for the chilwhile in college. In your church Executive Committee of the dren two and three years of age,
covenant you agreed that you Training Union and explain the the Beginner Department for
would join the church in any work to be done and see that children four and five years of
new center to which· you moved. each union has a list of unaffil- age, and the Primary Department
Joining the church at college iated Baptists.
for children six, seven and eight
will contribute to your spiritual
(3) Make definite plans to years of age. The purpose of this
growth and development. Now have all of these .people visited. workshop in October will be to
while you are making plans to
(4) The main thing to do is lead the workers from different ~
begin your college "daze" include · to get a list of names and start churches to learn how to prethe plan to join your church in visiting them. The Training Un- pare units of work for the chilyour first days of college life.
ion should be of great help at dren, how to prepare the materials for the units, and how
this point.
to minister to the needs of
Nursery, Beginner, and Primary
LEADERSHIP WORKSHOP
children.
OCTOBER 7
-------0001------There is a definite need for
FROM FOREIGN FIELDS
the Statewide Nursery, Beginner,
Little Carol Elaine Baker, oneand Primary Leadership workshop year-old daughter of Mr. and
to be conducted at Immanuel Mrs. Dwight L. Baker, Southern
Baptist Church, Little Rock, on Baptist missionaries to Israel, is
October 7. There has been a sig- beginning to recover from polio.
nificant change in age groups
Mrs. Baker, formerly Emma 4
PATH OF THE
between 1940-f952. There are Weatherly of Virginia, writes:
riow 62 per cent more children "We deeply appreciate the prayunder five years of age, and 45 ers that have been offered for
per cent more children, five to Carol's recovery; and we have
nine years of age. This shows tangible reason to believe that
by Gwynn McLendon Day. Lovers of poetry, pastors who
that a larger number of childrt?n these faithful prayers h a v e
want sermon illustrations, teachers and workers with young
below Junior age should be availed much."

.,

..

8fJfJKS tfJ livt By

DAWNING LIGHT

people-oil will find in this new book messages that ore
stimulating and thought-provoking.
$1.75

•
Figures To Inspire ·

THE FAITH THAT SINGS
by F. Townley Lord. These short, heart-warming messages
of a Christian pastor will challenge readers to a deeper
faith in God and his fellowman--<~ help in finding values
of both spiritual and temporal things.
$1.50

LINES FOR LIVING
by Earl Riney. For speakers, editors of church bulletlna,
and those who desire short sentences on the subjects
treated. The various epigrams ore arranged according
to subject.
Paper, 50 cenh

8tfJadman 8fJfJks fJf MMI
At YfJur
BAPTIST BOOK STORE
tittle Rock, Ark.

303 W. CapitQ}

I
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Sunday, August 18
Fort Smith, First
Including Missions
Little Rock, Imman.)lel
Including Mission
El Dorado, First
Including Mission
North Little Rock,
Baring Cross
Including Mission
Little Rock, Second
El Dorado. Immanuel
Including Mission
Fort Smith, Grand Ave.
Benton. First
Including Mission
Camden, First
Including Missions
Pine Bluff, South Side
Paragould, First
Including Missions
Fayettevme, First
Including Mission
Texarkana, Beech St.
Springdale, First
Including Mission
Fort Smith, Grand Ave.
Siloam Springs, First
Crossett First
Cullendale, First
West Helena
Warren. First
:m Dorado, Second · ··
Hope, First
Booneville, :nrst
Bot · Springs, Oentn~ .
Rot SpriJWS, Park Place

'l'exukana, Oalftr)'

S.S.
1206
1284
1091
1224
860
990

!r..U Ad.
560
7
595
277
2
370 3
207
4
283

825
850
720
614
659
564
550
613
550
873
550
542
754
537
587
528
521
647
521
505
4117
477
445
436
434

306 2
420
172
7
296
347
184 4
103 4
134
133
7
313
202
233
371
178
195
223
197 10
266
184 6
297
1
2
191
203
131
8
101
193
l-01

421
390 66
388 135 1
3'11 123 10
3'r0 llhl 6

Little Rock, So. Highland
Paris, First
Conway_ First
Smackover, First
El Dorado. West Side
Hot Springs, First
Fort Smith, Temple
Hamburg, First
Mena, First
. Including Mission
Jonesboro, Walnut St.
Fort Smith, Immanuel
Pine Bulff, Second
Monticello, First
Wynne
Hot Springs_ Piney
Fort Smith, South Side
Jacksonvme. First
Includmg Mission
Bauxite, First
Paragould, East Side
Fort Smith, Spradling
Norphlet, First
Alma, First
Bentonv1lle, First
Springdale, Caudle Ave.
Fort Smith, Trinity
Gurdon . Beech St.
Augusta, Fl.rst
Including Mission
No. Little Rock. First
Star City, First
Nettleton, First
North Crot:;Sett
Including Mission
Fort Smith, North Side
Hot Spmgs, Granc:l Ave.

Magazine

Greenwooct Jenn,. LIDCS
Hot BPr~nas, Emmanuel

367
367
364
349
339
328
321
300
299
234
284
283
281
280
277
258
252
242
280
239
237
231
227
226
221
211
211
205
190
240
177
152
141
133
161

159
52
102
97
83
175
129
111
67
115
107
118
67
219
76
110
128
89
108
186
95
60
156
86
82
76
50
52
100
83

99
811
81

~'1

53

31

'1'1

611
M

.,.,

1
1

5

3
1
2
4
2
2
3 ..
1 ~

4

3

•

•
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The Re.ign of David
By MRs. HoMER D. MYERs
Lesson based on "International Sunda!J School Lessons; the International
Bible Lessons f01' Christian Teaching,"
copyrighted 1951 by the Division qf
Christian Education, National Council qf the Churches qf Christ in the

Sunday School Lesson for
August 31, 1952

2 Sam. 5:6-10; 8:13-18

U. S. A.

said: "Prone to wander, Lord I
feel it; prone to leave the God
We continue to think of lead- I love. Here's my heart, oh take
ership in this lesson, and human and seal it; seal it for thy courts
instrumentality in the hands of above." Life would be futile and
God.
fatal were it not for the keepIsrael was still a young nation ing power of our God! The enwhen David became king, having emy never leaves us. Why should
had only one king previously. God? "Nay,. I will never leave
Saul did a good deal of fighting thee, nor forsake thee," saith the
but not much conquering, be- Lord of hosts.
cause he did not follow the leadMoving on to another realm,
ership of ·God. It took David a the missionaries have enemies to
long time . to conquer Israel's ene- conquer. Well, we expect that.
mies. He had long and bloody The Devil doesn't like for the
wars with the Philistines, the gospel of salvation to be spread,
Moabites, the Syrians, the Am- so he prepares the people who
monites, and others. But we need the gospel to oppose themread that, "David went on, and selves in gaining eternal life.
grew great, and the Lord God of Paul says we are our own opposihosts was with him."
tion. We limit God in blessing
There are enemies to conquer us when we refuse to go all out
in every realm of life. The baby FOR Him and WITH Him.
is born into this world fighting .
In stUdying Bible history, it
for its life. Life and death are
the competitors in this battle, seems strange that Gideon and
and wise mothers boil baby's the other prophets had to con, water, sterilize everything it quer their own people, had to
touches, and take many other convince their own people of the
precautions in the battle against truths of God, before they could
go out and conquer the outside
death.
In youth there is ignorance to enemies whom the Lord comconquer and to overcome, and to manded to be destroyed. But the
be substituted with knowledge same principle still prevails. The
pastor today has more difficulty
and experience.
.,.._
In the business world there is convincing God's people what
competition on every side. It is they COULD DO IF THEY
a constant battle for a business WOULD, than he has in convincman to hold hl.s own in this ing the sinner of the way of salworld. He must use every instru- vation. A Christian can be just
ment at his command, he must as stubborn as a sinner.
use wisdom and ingenuity to STRIKES FROM WITHIN
• "grow great" like David did in
So we see that the pastor has
Israel.
enemies to conquer. The world
The farmer has his enemies to cannot hurt a church in our naconquer. Nothing grows so rap- tion; but Satan goes to church
idly as weeds, grass, and briers; everi time the doors are opened.
nothing can destroy so thorough- Sometimes he sits on the front
ly and so cruelly as insects, bugs, pew; sometimes on the back. His
and worms. It is a constant bat- first business there is to plant
-. tie for the farmer to . compete doubts in the minds of God's
with his enemies if he succeeds children; his business is to disin tilling the land.
courage God's children; his business is to block all progress. He
SPIRITUAL ENEMIES
But Paul describes another opposes Christian progress. He
conflict, our spiritual battle as a doesn't like new Sunday School
WARFARE. A war is a conflict classes to be organized. We wonto the death. A war does not end der if ever a Sunday School class
until one side is beaten and sub- was organized without some opdued, if not actually conquered. position, and sometimes under
He described the two natures in very unpleasant circumstances.
mankind as being in just such a Satan opposes Training Unions,
fight against each other, and the W.M.U., the Brotherhood, and
urges the Qhristian to develop sometimes uses LE:ADERS, sothe spiritual personality that it called, in the church -to prevent
might REIGN over ' the carnal these organizations from coming
nature that is in each of us. We into being.
But where Satan shines brightas individuals have enemies to
conquer; first, ourselves. And be- est is when a pew buildipg is in
cause Satan has access to our progress. More church rows have
hearts and minds, that warfare probably developed over building
is with us unto death. How true procedures, or over the financing
are the words of the poet who of a riew building, than any oth·
CONQUERING THE ENEMIES

er phase of our work. He will
choke all kingdom work, in every . .
department, from every angle, if
people allow him to. His sq_ccess
is in our hands! We can cooperate with him, or defeat him.
Thus we see the pastor, too,
has his competitor-the devil. As
David was king over Israel, each
of us is a king, and we should
rule our bodies, and our own little dominions with as much wisdom and good sense as David
reigned over that great nation,
and we may be assured that the
"Lord of hosts will be with us."
DAVID'S CHARACTERISTICS

David showed his courage in
dealing with the Lord's enemies. It will take great courage
for us to deal with our enemies,
in whatever realm of life we meet
them. David conquered in the
Master's name; so must we.
We also read that "David executed judgment and justice to
all his people." David . tried to
be everybody's king who lived
within his kingdom. He was fair
in his dealings with all his
people. They were all his people,
both great and small. And may
we suggest that the pastor of the
church should strive to be "everybody's pastor" within his ministry. The preacher will be accused of having his pets-but he
can see to it that it is a wicked
accusation.
David had eleven sons whom
he used as his cabinet members.

He offered promotions to those
of the laity who were willing to
work. So, a good pastor is ever
alert to find new material, new
leaders to develop, both for the
good of the individual and for
the church.
David had a compassionate
heart, as is shown in the story of
Mephibosheth, the crippled son
of Jonathan. When David learned
about the young man, his affliction, and his poverty, he brought
him to the palace, and he "sat
a t the king's table,'' and was provided for as one of the king's
sons the remainder of his life.
After David had reigned in
Hebron seven years, he sought
out a better location for the capitol city, and moved to Jerusalem. Later the Temple was
built there also, and through his
efforts, Jerusalem became the
city of Zion, still known as the
holy city.
David was a good man and a
good leader. Though he lived
several thousand years ago, his
works live on. So it is with any
good person. But so it is with
the wicked. Though one dies,
"Our works do follow us," our
works continue for good or for
evil in the world.
All cannot be great like David,
nor rule a kingdom like David,
but each of us can have the
faith, the courage, the fighting
I?Pirit against evil, the determination to live in the center of
God's will, as did David of old.

Remember Your Orphanage
In Fall Program Plans

H. C. S:nnLM'
Superin~

We are depending on you to put the
THANKSGIVING OFFERING for the
Orphanage in your program for this
Fall.
We need more space for more children.
We need to build three cottages as soon as possible.
YOU may want to build one as a
memorial. ·

Suggestions
1. Gift of "One Day's Pay" by as many as possible.
2. Set a goal of $1 per member of your church as reported to your association:
If you report 300 members try to raise $300 for
Orphanage.
Remember, the Orphanage receives part of its ~upport
from the Cooperative Program, but our main support
comes through the Thanksgiving offering.

BOTTOMS BAPTIST ORPHANAGE
Mou*lcello, ·Ark&D8u

{:recutiie flct~,.f/

*

STATE CONVENTION.

B. L. Bridges, General Secretary, 200 Baptist Building, Little Rock, Ark.

Proposed Division of Tour 1953 Cooperative Program
Distributabte Dollar

*

1953 PROPOSED BUDGET
As Recommended by the Executive Board

OPERATING BUDGET

TRAINING I
UNION \

CHRISTIAN

ARKANSAS\
BAPTIST
\

EDUCATION

\

The expenses of promotion of entire Cooperative Program are by
agreement shared equally by Southern Baptist Convention and Arkansas Baptist State Convention. The following items are included:
ADMINISTRATI0 N -------------------------------------------------------$3 6,000
W. M. U. -----------------·---------------------------------------------- 27,000
RETIREMENT PLANS ------------------------------------------------- 25;000
All money received above operations budget needs will go into capital
needs division of budget to be distributed -as indicated below.

DIVISION I
NON-DISTRIDUTABLE ITEMS:
Administration -----------------------------------------$ 36,000.00
27,000.00
W. M. U -~------------------------------------25,0'00.00
Retirement Plan ------------------- ---------- TOTAL -------------------------- -------------$ 88,000.00
~
DIVISION n
STATE CAUSES:
8,942.00
Music Department --------------------------------$
Training Union Department ________________ _
14,200.00
22,500.00
B. S; U. Department -----------------------------21,298.00
Sunday School Department ----------------------17 ,600.'00 .
Brotherhood Department -------------------·-----SQ;OOO.OO
State Missions Department ---------------------Arkansas Baptist ----------------------------- . 10,000.00
10,500.00
Promotion and Convention --------------------7,0'00.00
Reserve ----------------------------------- -----8,000.00
Evangelism Department ---------------------------5,000.00
Ministerial Education -------------------------- -----36,000.00
Orphanage ----- ---------------------------------------------Arkansas Baptist Hospital
.A
15,000.0'0
. (Charity Fund) -------------------------------------30,000.00
<School of Nursing) ----------------------Memorial Baptist Hospital <Memphis) ___ 10,000.00
11,100.0'0
Arkansas Baptist Assembly -----------------30,000.00
Southern Baptist College -----------------------TOTAL ----- ---------------------------------------$ 497,140.00
DIVISION ill
SOUTHERN BAPTIST CONVENTION
CAUSES -----------------------------------------$ 331,426.67
DIVISION IV
.
CAPITAL NEEDS- For Building Purposes.
No distribution until operat ing budget met .
Arkansas Baptist Hospital ____$40,00'0
Orphanage -------------------------------- 40,000
ouachita College ---------------------- 50,000
B. S. U. Department ---------------- 25;000 $ 1_55,000.00 ..,.
TOTAL BUDGET ________________________$1,071,566.67
- -- ----'000-------

Corrections
Liberty Association will meet with Immanuel
Church, El Dorado, Octobev 9-10.
Stone-Van Buren-Searcy Association will meet
September 4-5 in Mountain View Church.
Black River Association will meet at Swifton,
October 30-31, instead of 20-21.

Morrison and Immanuel, Fayetteville
Immanuel Church in Fayetteville is making great
progress under the leadership of Pastor Garland W.
Morrison. They have recent ly experienced signal
blessings from the Lord in their Vacation Bible
School. There were eigh t professions of fait h , and
the church made an offe,t:ing for the Cooperative
Program. This church has recently ordained two
men t o preach, and h ave licensed four. The Baptist
work in F ayetteville is looking up.

~

Facts of Interest ·

Percentage Distribution of Capital Needs Budget, $155,000.00

The Commerce Department r eports t hat 9 billion
dollars were spent by the American people in 1951
on liquor, wine and beer- or $59.80 for every m an,
woman and child in t he community. This was appr oximately 400 million dollars in excess of the 1950
consumpt ion. Beer accoun ted for $4,490,01JQ of this
amount.
•
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